
The Priory Church of England Primary School

Subject Overview: Art & Design

Autumn 1 Autumn 2 Spring 1 Spring 2 Summer 1 Summer 2

Year R Drawing / Painting: Portraits and Buildings

Colour Line Shape Space

1: Take Inspiration: own experiences, human form, observation from
photographs
2: Try Out New Ideas: creating shapes using line, exploring different types of
line
3: Create a Piece of Art

Colour Experiment with primary colours and mix these to create new
colours, naming these appropriately.

Name and use a range of tools to make coloured marks on
paper.

Pattern

Texture

Line Explore mark-making. Make simple marks on a page.

Shape Begin to use simple shapes in artwork.

Form

Space Begin to draw objects in the correct space on paper, e.g. a sun
in the sky, grass at the bottom of the page etc.

Artistic
Communication

Look and talk about what they have produced, describing
simple techniques and media used.

Drawing / Painting: Space

Colour Pattern Line Shape Space

1: Take Inspiration: observation from photographs, Matisse (colour)
2: Try Out New Ideas: creating shapes using line, choosing colours, exploring
patterns in space
3: Create a Piece of Art

Colour Experiment with primary colours and mix these to create new
colours, naming these appropriately.

Name and use a range of tools to make coloured marks on
paper.

Begin to experiment with different shades of colours, e.g.
different shades of blue when painting the sea.

Pattern Begin to follow and create simple patterns.

Imitate simple repeating patterns, irregular painting patterns
and simple symmetry.

Texture

Line Explore mark-making. Make simple marks on a page.

Shape Begin to use simple shapes in artwork.

Form

Space Begin to draw objects in the correct space on paper, e.g. a sun
in the sky, grass at the bottom of the page etc.

Artistic
Communication

Look and talk about what they have produced, describing
simple techniques and media used.

Sculpture: Insect Sculptures

Texture Form Space

1: Take Inspiration: the natural environment
2: Try Out New Ideas: using a variety of materials and tools, exploring different
arrangements of materials and balances of textures and forms
3: Create a Piece of Art

Colour

Pattern

Texture Handle, manipulate and enjoy using a range of materials to
create a textured piece of artwork.

Line

Shape

Form Handle, feel, enjoy and manipulate materials.

Construct (indoor and outdoors) 3D structures and models.

Space

Artistic
Communication

Look and talk about what they have produced, describing
simple techniques and media used.

Year 1 Painting: Colour Chaos

Colour Pattern Shape

1: Take Inspiration: Piet Mondrian; Wassily Kandinsky
2: Try Out New Ideas: using primary colours and exploring secondary colours
3: Create a Piece of Art

Sculpture: Natural Materials

Pattern Texture Form

1: Take Inspiration: Andy Goldsworthy, the natural environment
2: Try Out New Ideas: experimenting with arranging natural resources in
different ways to create patterns and looking at the textures present
3: Create a Piece of Art

Drawing / Painting: Seaside

Pattern Texture Line Space

1: Take Inspiration: natural resources found at the seaside, Georges Seurat
2: Try Out New Ideas: sketch using different lines based on observations,
experimenting with a pointillistic style.
3: Create a Piece of Art



Colour Mix primary colours, understanding that the new colours are
secondary colours.

Pattern Make patterns using a range of materials (natural and
man-made).

Use techniques to make repeating and/or non repeating
patterns.

Texture

Line

Shape Draw shapes from observation.

Use simple shapes in their artwork for concrete objects and a
purpose, e.g. a circle for the sun.

Form

Space

Artistic
Communication

Express thoughts and feelings about a piece of art.

Know about the work of a range of artists, craft makers and
designers, describing the different practices and disciplines,
and making links to their own work.

Use a sketchbook to plan and develop simple ideas.

Colour

Pattern Identify and understand patterns in nature, e.g. snail shells.

Make patterns using a range of materials (natural and
man-made).

Use techniques to make repeating and/or non repeating
patterns.

Texture Use a range of materials (natural and man-made) to express
textures.

Line

Shape

Form Explore sculpture through the manipulation of a range of
natural (leaves, feathers, shells) and man-made materials.

Space

Artistic
Communication

Express thoughts and feelings about a piece of art.

Know about the work of a range of artists, craft makers and
designers, describing the different practices and disciplines,
and making links to their own work.

Use a sketchbook to plan and develop simple ideas.

Colour

Pattern Experiment with lines (straight, wavy, diagonal, zig zag,
spiral) to create different patterns.

Identify and understand patterns in nature, e.g. snail shells.

Texture Understand that texture can be how something appears to
feel and to make marks to achieve this in drawing.

Use a range of materials (natural and man-made) to express
textures.

Line Draw lines and marks from observation.

Explore different types of lines; straight, wavy, diagonal, zig
zag, spiral.

Shape

Form

Space Begin to draw objects of appropriate size, thinking carefully
about spacing on a page and understanding that objects
further away should be smaller.

Artistic
Communication

Express thoughts and feelings about a piece of art.

Know about the work of a range of artists, craft makers and
designers, describing the different practices and disciplines,
and making links to their own work.

Use a sketchbook to plan and develop simple ideas.

Year 2 Drawing / Sculpture: Architecture

Pattern Texture Line Form Space

1: Take Inspiration: Christopher Wren
2: Try Out New Ideas: creating 3D structures imitating St Paul’s cathedral,
exploring the significance of buildings (restoring London as a key world centre
after the Great Fire), using line to represent form
3: Create a Piece of Art

Colour

Pattern Experiment with lines (straight, wavy, diagonal, zig zag,
spiral) to create different patterns.

Texture Understand that texture can be how something appears to
feel and to make marks to achieve this in drawing.

Line Draw lines from observation with increased control and skill.

Shape

Form Begin to shadow 2D objects to make them look 3D.

Explore sculpture through the manipulation of a range of

Drawing / Painting: Portraits

Colour Pattern Line Shape Space

1: Take Inspiration: human form, Giuseppe Arcimboldo, Pablo Picasso, Paul Klee
2: Try Out New Ideas: exploring different colours to express emotions,
exploring space (proportion of human face) using techniques in line
3: Create a Piece of Art

Colour Begin to understand warm and cool colours and understand
these can be used for different effects.

Pattern Experiment with lines (straight, wavy, diagonal, zig zag,
spiral) to create different patterns.

Texture

Line Draw lines from observation with increased control and skill.

Shape Draw shapes when drawing from observation and
imagination including facial features.

Form

Space Begin to draw objects of appropriate size, thinking carefully

Painting: Colour in Landscapes

Colour Line Space

1: Take Inspiration: photographs of African landscapes, John Ndambo
2: Try Out New Ideas: mixing colours (warm and cool colours)
3: Create a Piece of Art

Colour Begin to understand warm and cool colours and understand
these can be used for different effects.

Pattern

Texture

Line Draw lines from observation with increased control and skill.

Shape

Form

Space Begin to draw objects of appropriate size, thinking carefully
about spacing on a page and understanding that objects
further away should be smaller.

Artistic Express thoughts and feelings about a piece of art.



natural (leaves, feathers, shells) and man-made materials.

Space Begin to draw objects of appropriate size, thinking carefully
about spacing on a page and understanding that objects
further away should be smaller.

Artistic
Communication

Express thoughts and feelings about a piece of art.

Know about the work of a range of artists, craft makers and
designers, describing the different practices and disciplines,
and making links to their own work.

Use a sketchbook to plan and develop simple ideas.

about spacing on a page and understanding that objects
further away should be smaller.

Artistic
Communication

Express thoughts and feelings about a piece of art.

Know about the work of a range of artists, craft makers and
designers, describing the different practices and disciplines,
and making links to their own work.

Use a sketchbook to plan and develop simple ideas.

Communication
Know about the work of a range of artists, craft makers and
designers, describing the different practices and disciplines,
and making links to their own work.

Use a sketchbook to plan and develop simple ideas.

Year 3 Sculpture: Human Emotion in Sculpture

Texture Form

1: Take Inspiration: Spong Man sculpture, human body language, Seo
Young-Deok, other sculptors (Alberto Giocometti, Naum Gabo, Henry Moore)
2: Try Out New Ideas: observing form and space in the human body,
experimenting with texture through moulding clay
3: Create a Piece of Art

Colour

Pattern

Texture Create surface patterns and textures on a clay sculpture.

Line

Shape

Form Use a range of materials to create sculptures (including using
techniques (pinch, slab and coil techniques) to create clay
sculptures).

Space

Artistic
Communication

Discuss own and others’ work, expressing thoughts and
feelings, including work from other cultures and periods of
time.

Know about great artists, architects and designers in history.

Use a sketchbook to record observations, try out ideas, plan
colours and collect source material for future works.

Painting: Tomb Paintings

Colour Pattern Shape Space

1: Take Inspiration: Ancient Egyptian tomb paintings (depicting an idealised
world / religious viewpoint)
2: Try Out New Ideas: using pattern in arranging shapes, Experimenting with
colour tones and hues to create contrast and effect, using line (hieroglyphics)
3: Create a Piece of Art

Colour Understand hues can have different tones (adding grey), tints
(adding white) and shades (adding black) and understand
these can be used for different effects.

Pattern Create more complex patterns.

Texture

Line

Shape Identify shapes within images and objects.

Draw a range of natural shapes and geometric shapes that
are recognisable.

Form

Space Begin to show awareness of the effectiveness of space
between objects.

Artistic
Communication

Discuss own and others’ work, expressing thoughts and
feelings, including work from other cultures and periods of
time.

Know about great artists, architects and designers in history.

Use a sketchbook to record observations, try out ideas, plan
colours and collect source material for future works.

Drawing: Portraits

Colour Pattern Texture Line Shape Form Space

1: Take Inspiration: human form, Jemma Phipps
2: Try Out New Ideas: using different grade pencils and charcoal, using line to
create texture and represent pattern shape and space
3: Create a Piece of Art

Colour Understand hues can have different tones (adding grey), tints
(adding white) and shades (adding black) and understand
these can be used for different effects.

Pattern Create more complex patterns.

Texture Begin to understand that shading can be used to create
texture and vary marks to achieve this in drawing.

Line Experiment with different grades of pencil to create different
effects in lines.

Shape Draw a range of natural shapes and geometric shapes that
are recognisable.

Form Experiment with a range of resources, including graded
pencils, charcoal and pastels, to make marks, achieving
variations in tone (light areas and shadows) to create form.

Space Begin to consider proportions when drawing the human
figure.

Artistic
Communication

Discuss own and others’ work, expressing thoughts and
feelings, including work from other cultures and periods of
time.

Know about great artists, architects and designers in history.

Use a sketchbook to record observations, try out ideas, plan
colours and collect source material for future works.



Year 4 Sculpture: Pots

Pattern Texture Shape Form

1: Take Inspiration: Ancient Greek vases (depiction of everyday life)
2: Try Out New Ideas: creating pots with different forms (shapes), colour line
and pattern work for decoration, texture and form when using clay
3: Create a Piece of Art

Colour

Pattern Begin to show awareness that patterns can vary in type,
including repeated and random.

Create more complex patterns.

Texture Create surface patterns and textures on a clay sculpture.

Line

Shape Identify shapes within images and objects.

Form Use a range of materials to create sculptures (including using
techniques (pinch, slab and coil techniques) to create clay
sculptures).

Space

Artistic
Communication

Discuss own and others’ work, expressing thoughts and
feelings, including work from other cultures and periods of
time.

Know about great artists, architects and designers in history.

Use a sketchbook to record observations, try out ideas, plan
colours and collect source material for future works.

Drawing: Patterns - Op Art, Pop Art and Design

Colour Pattern Texture Line Shape Space

1: Take Inspiration: Bridget Riley, Andy Warhol, William Morris, Emily Kame
Kngwarreye
2: Try Out New Ideas: using different patterns, exploring the effective use of
colour line and shape
3: Create a Piece of Art

Colour Understand hues can have different tones (adding grey), tints
(adding white) and shades (adding black) and understand
these can be used for different effects.

Pattern Begin to show awareness that patterns can vary in type,
including repeated and random.

Create more complex patterns.

Repeat complex patterns to create a symmetrical piece of
artwork.

Texture Begin to understand that shading can be used to create
texture and vary marks to achieve this in drawing.

Line Select and use a range of graded pencils to draw lines.

Shape Draw a range of natural shapes and geometric shapes that
are recognisable.

Form

Space Begin to show awareness of the effectiveness of space
between objects.

Artistic
Communication

Discuss own and others’ work, expressing thoughts and
feelings, including work from other cultures and periods of
time.

Know about great artists, architects and designers in history.

Use a sketchbook to record observations, try out ideas, plan
colours and collect source material for future works.

Painting: Landscapes

Colour Shape Space

1: Take Inspiration: Ton Schulten, John Constable, Basawan, Hokusai
2: Try Out New Ideas: experimenting with tones tints and shades to create
natural or surreal-looking colours, exploring the colour wheel
3: Create a Piece of Art

Colour Understand hues can have different tones (adding grey), tints
(adding white) and shades (adding black) and understand
these can be used for different effects.

Know where each primary and secondary colour sits on the
colour wheel.

Pattern

Texture

Line

Shape Draw a range of natural shapes and geometric shapes that
are recognisable.

Form

Space Begin to show awareness of the effectiveness of space
between objects.

Artistic
Communication

Discuss own and others’ work, expressing thoughts and
feelings, including work from other cultures and periods of
time.

Know about great artists, architects and designers in history.

Use a sketchbook to record observations, try out ideas, plan
colours and collect source material for future works.



Year 5 Painting: Impressionist Landscapes

Colour Shape

1: Take Inspiration: Vincent Van Gogh, other impressionist landscape artists
(Berthe Morisot, Georges Seurat, JMW Turner, Cezanne - black line to create
form)
2: Try Out New Ideas: using shapes and colours to convey a moment / emotion -
warm and cool colours
3: Create a Piece of Art

Colour Use secondary colours to create tertiary colours and group
colours into warm and cool.

Express feelings and emotions through colour.

Pattern

Texture

Line

Shape Use a range of shapes making choices about which types of
shapes to use for different purposes.

Form Make marks and shade using tones effectively to add depth to
drawings, creating shadows and shades to create 3D forms to
achieve a particular purpose.

Space

Artistic
Communication

Discuss own and others’ work, expressing thoughts and
feelings, and use knowledge of artists, techniques and
movements in art.

Keep notes which consider how their work could be
developed further and use it as a reference point for future
work. Adapt their work if necessary and explain why based
on this evidence and past experiences etc.

Know about great artists, architects and designers in history.

Use a sketchbook to record observations, try out ideas, plan
colours and collect source material for future works.

Sculpture: Modern Sculpture

Pattern Texture Form

1: Take Inspiration: objects in the world around them, Duchamp (what is art?),
El Anatsui, Ai Weiwei
2: Try Out New Ideas: using wire frames to create form and overlaying it to
create texture and pattern
3: Create a Piece of Art

Colour

Pattern Use a range of patterns in artwork to achieve a particular
purpose.

Texture Select appropriate materials and techniques to achieve
texture, based on a task outline.

Line

Shape

Form Use a range of materials to create sculptures with effect,
using a range of finishing techniques.

Space

Artistic
Communication

Discuss own and others’ work, expressing thoughts and
feelings, and use knowledge of artists, techniques and
movements in art.

Keep notes which consider how their work could be
developed further and use it as a reference point for future
work. Adapt their work if necessary and explain why based
on this evidence and past experiences etc.

Know about great artists, architects and designers in history.

Use a sketchbook to record observations, try out ideas, plan
colours and collect source material for future works.

Drawing: Local Sketches

Pattern Texture Line Form Space

1: Take Inspiration: local environment, Alan Haydn (local painter), Diane Wright
2: Try Out New Ideas: creating texture and colour effects using line, exploring
shape in creating landscapes, using a single focal point, use of different
materials (pencil, pen, etc.) to draw
3: Create a Piece of Art

Colour

Pattern Use a range of patterns in artwork to achieve a particular
purpose.

Texture Use lines effectively to create different textures e.g. cross
hatching, hatching.

Line Select appropriate materials (pastel, chalk, crayon, pen,
pencil) to draw lines in a variety of ways for a particular
purpose.

Shape

Form Make marks and shade using tones effectively to add depth to
drawings, creating shadows and shades to create 3D forms to
achieve a particular purpose.

Space Develop simple perspective in their work using a single focal
point and horizon.

Begin to develop an awareness of scale and proportion in
their drawings of landscapes e.g. foreground, middleground
and background.

Artistic
Communication

Discuss own and others’ work, expressing thoughts and
feelings, and use knowledge of artists, techniques and
movements in art.

Keep notes which consider how their work could be
developed further and use it as a reference point for future
work. Adapt their work if necessary and explain why based
on this evidence and past experiences etc.

Know about great artists, architects and designers in history.

Use a sketchbook to record observations, try out ideas, plan
colours and collect source material for future works.



Year 6 Sculpture: Carving

Texture Shape Form

1: Take Inspiration: Benin sculptures, own observations, Barbara Hepworth,
Narong
2: Try Out New Ideas: experimenting with carving techniques
3: Create a Piece of Art

Colour

Pattern

Texture Select appropriate materials and techniques to achieve
texture, based on a task outline.

Line

Shape Use a range of shapes making choices about which types of
shapes to use for different purposes.

Form Use a range of materials to create sculptures with effect,
using a range of finishing techniques.

Space

Artistic
Communication

Discuss own and others’ work, expressing thoughts and
feelings, and use knowledge of artists, techniques and
movements in art.

Keep notes which consider how their work could be
developed further and use it as a reference point for future
work. Adapt their work if necessary and explain why based
on this evidence and past experiences etc.

Know about great artists, architects and designers in history.

Use a sketchbook to record observations, try out ideas, plan
colours and collect source material for future works.

Painting: Art with a Message

Colour Pattern Shape Space

1: Take Inspiration: human emotion (expressing conflict), Pablo Picasso, Kathe
Kollwitz, Frida Kahlo, Banksy, ‘art is a lie that tells the truth’
2: Try Out New Ideas: exploring imagery and use of shape space and colour
3: Create a Piece of Art

Colour Use secondary colours to create tertiary colours and group
colours into warm and cool.

Understand that colours can complement or contrast and use
this knowledge to achieve different effects.

Express feelings and emotions through colour.

Pattern Use a range of patterns in artwork to achieve a particular
purpose.

Texture

Line

Shape Use a range of shapes making choices about which types of
shapes to use for different purposes.

Form

Space Use composition, scale and proportion in their work.

Artistic
Communication

Discuss own and others’ work, expressing thoughts and
feelings, and use knowledge of artists, techniques and
movements in art.

Keep notes which consider how their work could be
developed further and use it as a reference point for future
work. Adapt their work if necessary and explain why based
on this evidence and past experiences etc.

Know about great artists, architects and designers in history.

Use a sketchbook to record observations, try out ideas, plan
colours and collect source material for future works.

Drawing: Realistic and Surrealistic Creatures

Texture Line Shape Form Space

1: Take Inspiration: the natural world, Robert Hooke (micrographia - scientific
drawing), Leonora Carrington (surrealist drawing)
2: Try Out New Ideas: use of pencil to create effects
3: Create a Piece of Art

Colour

Pattern

Texture Use lines effectively to create different textures e.g. cross
hatching, hatching.

Line Select appropriate materials (pastel, chalk, crayon, pen,
pencil) to draw lines in a variety of ways for a particular
purpose.

Shape Use a range of shapes making choices about which types of
shapes to use for different purposes.

Form Make marks and shade using tones effectively to add depth to
drawings, creating shadows and shades to create 3D forms to
achieve a particular purpose.

Space Use composition, scale and proportion in their work.

Artistic
Communication

Discuss own and others’ work, expressing thoughts and
feelings, and use knowledge of artists, techniques and
movements in art.

Keep notes which consider how their work could be
developed further and use it as a reference point for future
work. Adapt their work if necessary and explain why based
on this evidence and past experiences etc.

Know about great artists, architects and designers in history.

Use a sketchbook to record observations, try out ideas, plan
colours and collect source material for future works.


